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Annie Dillard is a well-known American writer, and especially famous for her
nature writing--Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, which was finished in 1974, and won 1975
Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction. Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is told from a
first-person point of view, and the book details an unnamed narrator’s (Dillard's)
explorations near her home, and various contemplation on nature and life. It records
Dillard’s thoughts on solitude, writing and religion, as well as scientific observations
on the flora and fauna she encounters. Touching upon themes of faith, nature, and
awareness, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek has become a good model book for ecocriticism.
In modern society, high technology has been fully developed and employed, and
industries have been flourishing, which, on one hand, help people live happier, while,
on the other, they do damage to nature to some extent and finally the ecological
balance will be influenced. Under such circumstances, studies on literature from the
perspective of ecocriticism become necessary and urgent, which can arouse people’s
ecological consciousness, promote people to reflect on themselves to avoid
unreasonable development at expanse of ecological resources and even help people
find a way to coexist with nature harmoniously and peacefully.
Aside from the beginning part of Introduction and the final part of Conclusion,
this thesis consists of three chapters. Introduction introduces the author Annie Dillard
and her literary creation, and previous studies on Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. Besides, it
gives a detailed generalization of the source and development of ecocriticism. Chapter
One explores Dillard’s view of nature reflected in this book. Dillard observes nature
and contemplates nature from different perspectives, but it is obvious that in each
chapter, nature is a mixed existence with beauty and cruelty. In some chapters, beauty
is emphasized, while in others, cruelty is highlighted. It can be seen that Dillard has a
dualistic view towards nature, and this view is deeply influenced by her interest in
Emerson and Thoreau, who are representatives of transcendentalism, while it is also














Dillard’s viewpoints of people’s spiritual ecology, which is a subject that studies the
relationship between spiritually existent subject (mainly referring to human beings)
and his living environment (including natural environment, social environment and
cultural environment). This book displays Dillard’s thoughts of anti-anthropocentism
and respect for nature and shows her view of poetic thinking and poetic dwelling. All
of these are a part of spiritual ecology. Chapter Three analyzes her methods to realize
the harmonious relationship between human beings and nature, which can be regarded
as a three-step strategy. The first step is to return to nature, to know more about nature
and to realize the intrinsic values of nature. The second step is to integrate with nature
and to consider human beings as a part of the whole ecological system. The final step
is to feel nature and to transform from ego-consciousness to eco-consciousness.
Conclusion gives an overview of this thesis’ arguments and presents the realistic
meaning of this study. With the background of ecological deterioration and
out-of-balance, people should reflect on themselves and get along with nature
harmoniously and sustainably with ecological consciousness.
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Annie Dillard (1945- ) is a famous American ecological litterateur. She writes in
various literary forms, including prose, poem and novel. She is devoted to explore the
relations among different parts of nature, especially the relationship between human
beings and nature.
Annie Dillard was born in Pittsburgh of Pennsylvania in 1945, where she spent
her happy childhood. Her growth was deeply influenced by her parents. Her father
Frank Doak was very concerned with developing Dillard’s reading habit, thus he often
taught her knowledge from various subjects and explained to her the complicated
plots in some novels. Her mother Pam Lambert Doak had incredible energy and social
responsibility, and she was very fond of languages and literature, so she had very
positive influence on Dillard’s growth, and she constantly encouraged her to be brave
and creative. Dillard’s another hobby in her childhood was collecting little stones and
insect specimens, which she considered the biggest happiness in her life. When she
was eight years old, she got a microscope that gave her the chance to observe the
marvelous micro-world, thus she was often shocked by “the Jungle in a Little Drop”
(Dillard 110).
Dillard was very rebellious in high school. She hates the hosted church because
she thinks that people there are very hypocritical and they are not loyal to their
religious belief. She is also dissatisfied with her parents’ expectations for she
considers that what her parents want is not what she wants. Besides, she revolted
against the school’s rules and orders such as no smoking in school. It can be seen that
at this period Dillard presented a state of inner turmoil, so what she read involves
different writers and types, such as Alfred Korzybski’s semantic works, Freud’s
psychological writings and other writers’ war fictions and social critical articles. It is
















After graduation from high school, she entered Hollins College to study English,
theology and writing. In 1965, she married R.H.W Dillard, who is a professor
teaching Dillard writing. Her husband gave her a lot of instructions in literature, and
Dillard also thinks that he has brought her great help. It is when she studied in Hollins
College that she gradually got interested in transcendental writers like Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Henry David Thoreau who have great influence on her writing. In 1968,
she got her bachelor’s degree for literature with the thesis Thoreau’s Walden. Later on,
she did teaching work in universities, and also started her literature writing career.
In 1971, she suffered from pneumonia, and was devastatingly tortured both
physically and mentally. Therefore, she decided to go into nature for spiritual baptism.
She chose to live beside Tinker Creek in Blue Ridge of Virginia. She kept company
with various flora and fauna, and nonliving natural objects, and the experience there
enabled her sometimes to applaud for nature’s greatness, sometimes to shed tears for
nature’s cruelty, and even sometimes to think about the relationship between human
beings and nature. All these feelings are vividly recorded in her masterpiece Pilgrim
at Tinker Creek.
Besides Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, in Dillard’s over forty years’ writing career, her
exploration on nature and its relations with human beings has never stopped. Her
works include: collections of poems--Tickets for a Prayer Wheel (1974), Mornings
Like This (1995), collections of essays--Holy the Firm (1977), Teaching a Stone to
Talk (1982), The Writing Life (1989), For the Time Being (1999), novels--The Living
(1992), The Maytrees (2007), literary critical collections--Living by Fiction (1982),
and memoirs--An American Childhood (1988). Since the 1980s, Dillard’s works have
aroused great attention and interests, and she is considered to be “Thoreau’s real
inheritor”, and Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is deemed as “the most influential modern
model for nature writing” (McClintock 88).
As for the studies on Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, there are many scholars and critics
who have paid attention to this book from home and abroad. Some foreign scholars
explore the presentation of awareness and spirit in this book from the perspective of















analyzes Dillard’s awareness reflected in her works with one chapter. He makes a
thorough inquiry into the metaphorical and symbolic meanings of self-consciousness,
and especially analyzes two chapters “Seeing” and “Stalking” in Pilgrim at Tinker
Creek to explore Dillard’s awareness when she wrote this book. Gayle Graham Yates,
in his paper “Spirituality and the American Feminist Experience”, talks about the
spirit in Dillard’s work. He thinks that Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is the best work to
demonstrate her personal experience and to interpret her spirit. Although her language
is modern and scientific, the connotation is full of mysticism. It is not easy to
understand her spirit without knowing mysticism. Yates emphasizes that in this book,
nature and female have a good integration, and Dillard’s inner wilderness and
peacefulness are well presented. Dillard’s traveling in Tinker Creek is “the spiritual
journey most possessed with self-consciousness” (Yates 59), and the book “exhibits a
real world for us: hostile or brisk, just as what you see” (72).
Some critics analyze this book from the perspective of religion and theology.
Bruce A. Ronda, in his paper “Annie Dillard and the Fire of God”, mentions that
Dillard’s works contain the major features of contemporary mysticism, and she seeks
two themes in Pilgrim at Tinker Creek: self-consciousness and nature’s shadow. God
exists in nature, and only when human beings can contact with nature intimately can
they complete spiritual pilgrim. Pamela A. Smith’s paper “The Ecotheology of Annie
Dillard: A Study in Ambivalence” discusses the conflict between theology and moral
ethics, God’s dual characters and nature’s divinity to explore Dillard’s ecotheological
thoughts. James McClintock in his book Nature’s Kindred Spirits chooses five
American accomplished writers in the 20th century to explore their writing themes and
skills under the background of American literature history. In the chapter focusing on
Dillard, he emphasizes her Christian mysticism, and implicitly doubts some scholars’
view that Judeo-Christian tradition is opposite to ecological protectionism. Mclintock
has the concept throughout his book that nature writing is opposite to the mainstream
viewpoints of sense of alienation, fragmentary sensitivity, self-profit view of politics
and spiritual loss. He considers Dillard’s “innocence” to be an unconscious spiritual















In addition, some critics study Pilgrim at Tinker Creek from the perspective of
composition study. For example, Sandra Humble Johnson, in his book The Space
between: Literary Epiphany in the Work of Annie Dillard, explores epiphany in
Dillard’s works from the perspective of composition. He thinks that epiphany is the
center of Dillard’s works, and it can be divided into epiphany of nature, epiphany of
art and epiphany of readers. In his study, he also employs Hopkins’ linguistic theories.
He finds that Dillard and Hopkins share some similar language skills, such as
inversion and ellipsis, and they turn the beautiful natural views into words that can
arouse people’ epiphany. Johnson points out that there are various kinds of subjects
and images in Dillard’s texts that can arouse people’s epiphany, while some texts are
incoherent and spotted with faults. However, it is from these faults that readers try
their best to understand literature’s epiphany. Johnson correctly comprehends
Dillard’s writing styles and techniques so that he can make long-length comments on
the flash points in Dillard’s poetic essays. William J. Scheick in his paper Annie
Dillard: Narrative Fringe focuses on Dillard’s Holy the Firm and Pilgrim at Tinker
Creek to analyze her narrative methods, and he concludes that Dillard’s
transcendentalist thoughts are mainly manifested in her wording and phrasing, and
there is liminal space between the explicit expression of the language and the implicit
connotations that are beyond language’s expression.
Besides, a few critics study Pilgrim at Tinker Creek from the perspective of
ecocriticism. Mike Dockins in his critical essay “Stalking the Bumblebee” realizes the
cruelty of nature, and combined with his own life experience, he negates his previous
opinion that nonhuman living creatures do not have perceptions. He realizes that from
little bacteria to the whole universe, all the living things and nonliving objects are in
the chain of ecological system, and they are interrelated and inseparable.
Actually, many research achievements cannot be only classified into one
perspective, but such classifications are mainly according to their major research
perspectives even if many researchers study this book from multiple perspectives.
However, compared with so many foreign studies on Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, there















draw domestic critics’ attention.
Cheng Hong is the earliest scholar doing study on Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. In her
Returning to Wilderness, she makes a brief introduction of Dillard’s life experience
and analyzes this masterpiece in the third section of the fifth chapter. She points out
that Dillard writes what she sees and feels beside Tinker Creek through four seasons.
According to Cheng Hong, in the first eight chapters, Dillard pays more attention to
the beauty of nature. Since the ninth chapter, she turns her eyes to the cruel side of
nature. She gradually realizes nature’s beauty is not always pure, but sometimes
complicated, even with horror and conflict. Cheng Hong makes a detailed description
of the innocence when Dillard observes nature and the meaning of walking, as well as
what she sees such as fertility, parasite and migration. She claims that Pilgrim at
Tinker Creek is a mixture of transcendentalism and postmodernism in which nature’s
duplicity is fully presented.
Another scholar whose research involves Dillard in his treatise Ecocriticism and
Ecological thoughts is Wang Nuo. He thinks that it is an eternal pursuit for friendly,
equal and inter-subjective relationship between human beings and nature, and Dillard
is one of the advocates. He points out that Dillard does not advocate that nature as a
subject is assimilated by the subject human beings, meanwhile she does not agree
with nature’s invasion in human beings, either, instead, she wants to establish an
inter-subjective relationship between human beings and nature. When he discusses the
development of ecological holism, he thinks place theory as a branch of ecocriticism
explores the relation between human beings and specific natural area. He notices that
Dillard also describes the relation between place and identity, and when human beings
feel lost in seeking place, they cannot have a strong sense of identity.
Later on, some papers related to Pilgrim at Tinker Creek can be seen in a few
journals or periodicals. In his paper “Pilgrim at Tinker Creek: The Apotheosis of
American Contemporary Ecological Prose”, Zhang Jianguo claims that this book
embodies Dillard’s following ecological thoughts: returning to nature and establishing
a harmonious relationship with nature, criticizing anthropology and worshiping















explores Dillard’s ecological aesthetics from the perspectives of aesthetic horizon,
aesthetic objects, aesthetic criterion and aesthetic process. She hopes that human
beings can further build ecological civilization through appreciating ecological
aesthetics. Most of other papers also study from the perspective of ecocriticism.
However, I think their studies pay less attention to the texts itself, do not have solid
theoretical support and lack a systematic study on Dillard’s ecological ideas reflected
in Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. In this thesis, I try my best to cover these shortages and
make some innovations.
Literary theories flourished in the twentieth century and so many theories also
pushed literary criticism to an unprecedented period. They have great influence on
literary field and provide new perspectives for literary criticism such as formalism,
constructuralism, symbolism, surrealism, functionalism and so on. In the late
twentieth century, with human beings’ living environment worsening, literary
criticism turned its head from inner regulars of literature itself to the relations between
literature and the outer world. For example, feminist criticism represented by K. J.
Warren explores the female’s suffering from sexual exploitation, discrimination and
oppression from the perspective of gender, and the female’s nature cannot be fully
released. Post-colonial criticism represented by Edward Said attacks the evil of
colonialism that preaches the integration of world economy from the stance of
protecting the national culture. Cultural mentality criticism represented by Michel
Foucault reveals the harm of capitalist rational concepts and law of order on people’s
liberty and dignity. Western Marxist aesthetics criticism represented by Herbert
Marcuse highlights the critical spirit of art to resist people’s alienation and to free
people’s instincts, and to recover the creativity and superiority hidden in the art so as
to build an ideal society. All of these criticisms are not ecocriticism, but they begin to
restore the crucial position of nature more or less and pave the way for the emergence
of ecocriticism.
The term ecocriticism appeared for the first time in 1978 in William Rueckert’s
paper “Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism”. He proposed “to















literature, because ecology (as a science, as a discipline, as the basis for a human
vision) has the greatest relevance to the present and future of the world” (Rueckert
107). Afterwards, some critics proposed ecopoetics, environmental literary criticism,
green studies, green cultural studies and other similar terms, but most people tend to
use ecocriticism because literally ecocriticism is easily turned to other forms like
ecocritical and ecocritic, and the more important reason is that the prefix eco
emphasizes the relationship between human beings’ society and natural world. In
1985, Frederick Waage edited and published Teaching Environmental Literature:
Materials, Methods, Resources, which aims to foster “a greater presence of
environmental concern and awareness in literary disciplines” (Wagge viii). In 1989,
Alicia Nitecki founded The American Nature Writing Newsletters, which intended to
collect and publish brief essays, book reviews, classroom notes and information
related to the study of writing on nature and the environment. In 1991, the special
session of Modern Language Association was organized by Harold Fromm, entitled
“Ecocriticism: The Greening of Literary Studies”, and the 1992 American Literature
Association symposium chaired by Glen Love was entitled “American Nature Writing:
New Contexts, New Approaches”. In 1992, a new Association for the Study of
Literature and Environment (ASLE) was formed with the mission “to promote the
exchange of ideas and information pertaining to literature that considers the
relationship between human beings and the natural world” and to encourage “new
nature writing, traditional and innovative scholarly approaches to environmental
literature, and interdisciplinary environmental research”. In 1993, the first formal
journal pertaining to ecoliterature studies was started up to “provide a forum for
critical studies of the literary and performing arts proceeding from or addressing
environmental considerations. These would include ecological theory,
environmentalism, conceptions of nature and their depictions, the human/nature
dichotomy and related concerns” (Glotfelty and Fromm xviii).
Since the mid 1990s, some papers and treatises related to ecoliterature studies
have been published one after another. In 1999, Literature and Environment: A
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